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A

Abstract thinking, 9, 32, 166, v5:76–79, v5:198–199. See also Cognitive development
Abused children, v5:13. See also Stressful situations, families living in
Accessories for computers. See Computer play
Accommodation, 10
Acknowledgment
  of child’s feelings, 159
  of child’s learning, 164, v5:9
Adaptive equipment, 64, 515–516, 664, 839. See also Assistive devices
Adding, 742, 743, 745, v5:108, v5:111
Advanced learners, 47–48
language and literacy skills, 589
mathematics, 836–837
teacher’s role, 179
Affection, 148, 581, v5:17
Afternoon activities. See Daily schedule
Aggressive behavior, 148, 159–160, 286, v5:14, v5:18, v5:21. See also Challenging behavior
superhero play and, 286
Algebra. See Patterns (algebra)
All-day schedule, 83–86
Allergies
  food, 78–79, 457
  insect bites, 515
  pets, 507
Alliteration, 554, 546, v5:85, v5:87
Alliteration principle, 554, v5:89
Alphabet/knowledge of letters and words, 100, 104, 172, 356, 375, 554–558. See also
  Literacy skills
associating sounds with letters, v5:89, v5:90
identifying and naming letters, v5:89, v5:90
magnetic letters, 676
matching words with printed text, 659, v5:94
objectives, v5:89–91
play and, 642
recognizing written words, 658, 659
research on, 556
teacher’s role, 557–558, v5:91
writing and, 639, 633, v5:101
Alphabet song, 557, v5:91
Analogies, learning to make, v5:71
Animals, caring for, 507–508, 685, v5:131
Awareness for natural environment, 753–754
Awareness of art, 341–342, v5:151, v5:154
objects, 314–316, v5:154–155
observing and responding to children, 336–337, 682, 862
outdoor activities, 509–511
painting crate, 510
painting materials, 319–322, 681
patterns in, 334
physical development and, 313, 314
realistic art, 335
safety precautions, 338, 345
science and technology and, 316, 332
scribbling, 334. See also Scribbling
self-portraits, 334
skill in use of drawing tools, v5:40
social–emotional development and, 313, 314
social studies and, 316, 322
stages in painting and drawing, 334–335, v5:152
stages in using other art materials, 335
storage of materials, 329
teacher’s role, 170, 333–344, v5:155
technology and, 316, 322, v5:155
three-dimensional art, 327–329, 681
types of paint, 320–322
visual learners and, 40
woodworking. See Woodworking
Art criticism skills, 341
Arts, 123–126
art and, 316, 332. See also Art (visual)
  block play and, 241, 249
  child development and, v5:152
  computer play and, 478, 488
  connecting content in the arts, teaching, and curriculum
  computerized learning, 124–126
  cooking and, 450, 459
dance, 123, 125. See also Dance; Music and movement
  Discovery area and, 383, 392
  dramatic play and, 123–124, 125, 269, 276.
  See also Dramatic play
library and, 353, 362
music and movement, 123, 428, 432. See also
  Music and movement
objectives, 126, v5:151–161
outdoor play and, 502, 518
process skills and, 131
sand and water play and, 406, 413
teacher’s role, 170, v5:155
toys and games and, 293, 300
visual art. See Art (visual)
Assemblies, 327
Assertive language, v5:23
Assessing children’s learning, 184–198. See also
  Observing and responding to children
  analyzing and responding, 189–194
Child Assessment Portfolio, 222
children’s progress, 194–195
data analysis, 777
evaluating children’s progress, 194–195
gameplay and spatial sense, 755
measurement skills, 761–762
numbers and operations, 746
observing and collecting facts, 185–189
patterns (algebra), 769–770
summarizing, planning, and communicating, 196–198
system for, 184–185
Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment system, 196, 198, 222, 572
Assessment Opportunity Cards, 189
Assimilation, 10
Astronomy, v5:126
At risk of school failure, children, 5, 12, v5:13, v5:21, v5:38
Attachment, v5:12, v5:13, v5:15
Attendance, taking daily, 72–73
Attention/attention span. See also Boredom; Persistence
  capturing attention when speaking, v5:47, v5:67
  challenges in Library area, 372
  children’s desire for, 161, v5:14
  children seeking to avoid, 436
  choice time, children’s involvement in play
  cognitive development and, v5:61, v5:64
  reading aloud, capturing and holding
  children’s attention, 537, 608–609
  safety issues due to lack of attention, 512
  signals to children for, 145
Attention deficit disorders (ADD, ADHD), v5:61
Audio materials
  CDs, 657
  as documentation, 187
  listening to with children, 662
Auditory cues and supports, 64, 180, 590
Auditory learners, 40
Autism spectrum disorders, 48, 49, v5:13. See also Children with disabilities
  engagement levels of, v5:61
  sociodramatic play and, v5:77
Autobiographies, 565
Autonomy vs. shame and doubt (ages 1–3), 5
Awareness
  in Discovery area, 304
  self-awareness of teachers, 204–205
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job chart, 64–65
in studies, 134, 137–138
Checklists, use of, 187
Child Assessment Portfolio, 222
Child development and learning, 26–52. See also specific areas (e.g., Language development, Mathematics)
advanced learners, 47–48. See also Advanced learners; Cognitive development;
Developmental stages; English-language learners; Language development;
Physical development; Social–emotional development
areas of development, 28–37
children with disabilities, 31, 48–49. See also Children with disabilities
culture and, 42–43
gender differences, 37–38
difference, 37–49
learning styles, 39–41
life experiences and, 41–42
process skills, 32–33
special needs, 47–49. See also Advanced learners; Language development, 48–49
life experiences and, 41–42
learning styles, 39–41
individual differences, 37–49
culture and, 42–43

Children with disabilities

Children’s interests, 39, 132, 134
Child-initiated writing, 636
Child development and learning, 26–52. See also specific areas (e.g., Language development, Mathematics)
advanced learners, 47–48. See also Advanced learners; Cognitive development;
Developmental stages; English-language learners; Language development;
Physical development; Social–emotional development
areas of development, 28–37
children with disabilities, 31, 48–49. See also Children with disabilities
culture and, 42–43
gender differences, 37–38
difference, 37–49
learning styles, 39–41
life experiences and, 41–42
process skills, 32–33
special needs, 47–49. See also Advanced learners; Language development, 48–49
life experiences and, 41–42
learning styles, 39–41
individual differences, 37–49
culture and, 42–43

Children with disabilities

Children’s interests, 39, 132, 134
Child-initiated learning, 164, 169, 812
Child-initiated writing, 636
Children’s work
Child Assessment Portfolio, 222
displaying in classroom, 61–62
at family-teacher conference, 223
photographs of, 66, 210
pictures of drawn by teacher, 187
protecting, 65–66
representations (examples), 796–797
samples as documentation, 187

Children with disabilities

adaptive devices. See Adaptive equipment;
Assistive devices
artwork, accommodations for, 342–344
assessive technology. See Assistive devices
auditory cues for. See Auditory cues and supports
balancing skills and, v5:31
child development and learning, 48–49
classification skills and, v5:73
classroom space, 63–64, 590
communication methods for, 181
comprenhesion, v5:45
computer adaptation for, 485–486
dramatic play and, v5:77
eventual understanding of, v5:13
fire adaptation of, v5:61
fine-motor skills, v5:39
gross-motor skills, v5:35
inclusion in classroom activities, v5:6
language development supports, 31, 591
in library area, 372–373
literacy development and, 590–591, v5:82
mathematics program for, 839–839, v5:106
memory development and, v5:69
outdoor play, 515–516
peer buddies for, 181, 373
peer relationships, 148
picture sequences for, 180, v5:6
questioning and allowing time for answers, 166
simplifying activities for, 182
teacher’s role with, 180–182
toys and materials for, 181
transitions and, 180
traveling skills and independent mobility of,
v5:27
visual and tactile cues for. See Visual and tactile cues and supports

Choice time, 76–77
analyzing and responding, 191, 193
duration of, 82
library and, 373–374, 538
literacy skills and, v5:77
mathematics and, v5:87
music and movement and, 429
Choosing among options. See Decision making
Circles. See Shapes
Classifying, 32, 108–109, 772, 775–776

Clocks, 108
Closing of day.

Classroom community, 144–150
building relationship with each child, 146–147
communication skills and, 183
initial days of school, 144–146
peer relationships, 149–150
rules for behavior, 152–153

Classroom jobs for children, 64–65
Classroom space, 56–72. See also Interest areas;

specific interest areas
adaptive equipment, 64
belongings, places for, 58, 60, 62, 180, 209
calm-down place, 154
children with disabilities, 63–64, 590
comfortable and attractive setting, 56, 63, 353
computer hardware, 64
containers for materials, 60
display charts, 60
displaying children’s work. See Children’s work

displaying materials, 59–60. See also Displays in classroom
cart, 60
electrical outlets, 61
English-language learners (ELL) and, 585
equipment and materials, 58–59
evaluating effectiveness of, 67–72
floor coverings, 58
floor space available, 60

group-time space, 60–61


taking up materials and clothes, 60
interest areas, creation of, 56–59. See also Interest areas;

specific interest areas
jobs for children to care for, 64–65, v5:23
labeling materials, 59–60. See also Labeling
lighting, 58, 63
living things, inclusion of, 63
noise, 64
observing children’s use of, 69–70
pets and plants, 58, 63, 64, 116
physical boundaries, 58, 66, v5:9, v5:33, v5:68
positive messages to children, 67–69
problems related to, 70–72
protecting children’s work, 65–66
quiet spaces, 63
resources located near, 58

safety. See Safety

seating, 60

sharp items, 60
storage, 60, 62. See also Storage

tables and chairs, 58. See also Tables and chairs
tour of, 146

traffic patterns, 58, 63

visibility for teacher, 58

Clay, 323–325, 355, 681

Cleanup

block play, 246–247
child resisting, 71
as classroom job, 64
cooking activities, 455, 464
mealtime, 79

placing shapes where they can fit, 754
sand and water play, 420, 421

tools for children to use, v5:10

Climbing, 151

Clocks, 108

Closed questions, 165, v5:171

Closing of day. See Departure

Clothes. See Belongings; classroom places for
Clothesline story props, 628

Coaching, 149, 164–165, v5:23

Cognitive development, 9, 32–33, 164–167,
v5:59–79

ar and, 313, 315, v5:155

block play and, 237, 239
computer play and, 475, 477
cooking and, 447, 449

Discovery area and, 380, 381–382
dramatic play and, 265, 267
five-year-olds, 36
four-year-olds, 35

library and, 349, 351

memory. See Memory development

music and movement and, 425, 427; v5:156,
v5:158–161

objectives, 32, v5:59–79

outdoor play and, 499, 501
positive approaches to learning, v5:61–68
sand and water play and, 403, 405
symbolic thinking, 9, 32, v5:76–79
three-year-olds, 34


toys and games and, 289, 291–292

Self-regulation, 150

Collages, 323, 327, 681

Collectibles, 295

Coloring books, 344–345, v5:151

Combining operations (adding), 742, 745,
v5:108, v5:111

Comforable and attractive setting, 56, 63, 353

Comfort items for children, 63, 145, v5:7

Communication

by children, 33. See also Language development

with children. See Interacting with children

with children with disabilities, 181

conversations. See Conversations with children
dramatic play and verbal communication, 278, 280


See also English-language learners (ELL);

Home languages

with family. See Family communications;

Letters to Families
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### F

**Facial expressions**

- children responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- children using to express emotions, 35
- clarifying speech with, 586
- culture and, 42
- exaggerating, v5:47
- responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- use during read alouds, 609

**Fairy tales and folktales, 565**

- Families partnering with, 12–13, 202–230
- in challenging situations, 224–229, v5:23
- communications. See Family communications
- cultural differences and, 228–229, v5:143.
  
  **See also Culture**
  
  **data analysis, 778**
  
  **English-language learners (ELL),** 588, 835, v5:171
  
  **geometry and spatial sense, 756**
  
  **getting to know families, 42, 204–208**
  
  **involving family in program, 214–224**
  
  **language and literacy experiences at home, 534, 536, 538, 548, 579, 588, 589, 593, 604, 617, 620, 632, 641, 647.**
  
  **See also**
  
  **Home languages**
  
  **literacy skills, 593, 604, 617, 632, 641**
  
  **mathematics activities, 747, 756, 763, 771, 778**
  
  **meaningful participation in classroom,** 217–221
  
  **measurement, concept of, 763**
  
  **meeting with families, 221–224**
  
  **misunderstandings, dealing with, 226–228**
  
  **participating in daily classroom program,** 217–221
  
  **patterns (algebra), 771**
  
  **stress, families undergoing, 5, 12, 224–225**
  
  **welcoming families, 208–212**
  
  **Family communications, 212–214.** See also
  
  **Letters to Families**
  
  **bookeet on program for families, 209**
  
  **bulletins to families, 213**
  
  **conferences and meetings, 198, 221–224**
  
  **daily exchanges, 212–213**
  
  **e-mail, 213**
  
  **family–teacher conferences, 198, 221–224**
  
  **formal communications, 213–214**
  
  **getting to know families, 204–208**
  
  **in home language, 183**
  
  **home visits, 61, 207–208**
  
  **initial contacts with families, 205–208**
  
  **introducing the program, 209–210**
  
  **misunderstandings, dealing with, 226–228**
  
  **notices, 214**
  
  **open house, 210**
  
  **sharing information and parenting tips,** 216–217
  
  **stressful situations, families living in,** 224–225
  
  **telephone calls, 208**
  
  **thank you notes, 214**
  
  **welcoming families, 208–212**
  
  **Family science night, 400**
  
  **Family structure, 204**

**Fantasy play**

- *Fantasy books, 565*

**Facial expressions**

- children responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- children using to express emotions, 35
- clarifying speech with, 586
- culture and, 42
- exaggerating, v5:47
- responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- use during read alouds, 609

**Fairy tales and folktales, 565**

- Families partnering with, 12–13, 202–230
- in challenging situations, 224–229, v5:23
- communications. See Family communications
- cultural differences and, 228–229, v5:143.
  
  **See also Culture**
  
  **data analysis, 778**
  
  **English-language learners (ELL),** 588, 835, v5:171
  
  **geometry and spatial sense, 756**
  
  **getting to know families, 42, 204–208**
  
  **involving family in program, 214–224**
  
  **language and literacy experiences at home, 534, 536, 538, 548, 579, 588, 589, 593, 604, 617, 620, 632, 641, 647.**
  
  **See also**
  
  **Home languages**
  
  **literacy skills, 593, 604, 617, 632, 641**
  
  **mathematics activities, 747, 756, 763, 771, 778**
  
  **meaningful participation in classroom,** 217–221
  
  **measurement, concept of, 763**
  
  **meeting with families, 221–224**
  
  **misunderstandings, dealing with, 226–228**
  
  **participating in daily classroom program,** 217–221
  
  **patterns (algebra), 771**
  
  **stress, families undergoing, 5, 12, 224–225**
  
  **welcoming families, 208–212**

**Family communications, 212–214.** See also

**Letters to Families**

- bookeet on program for families, 209
- bulletins to families, 213
- conferences and meetings, 198, 221–224
- daily exchanges, 212–213
- e-mail, 213
- family–teacher conferences, 198, 221–224
- formal communications, 213–214
- getting to know families, 204–208
- in home language, 183
- home visits, 61, 207–208
- initial contacts with families, 205–208
- introducing the program, 209–210
- misunderstandings, dealing with, 226–228
- notices, 214
- open house, 210
- sharing information and parenting tips, 216–217
- stressful situations, families living in, 224–225
- telephone calls, 208
- thank you notes, 214
- welcoming families, 208–212

**Family science night, 400**

**Family structure, 204**

**Fantasy play**

- *Fantasy books, 565*

**Facial expressions**

- children responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- children using to express emotions, 35
- clarifying speech with, 586
- culture and, 42
- exaggerating, v5:47
- responding to emotional cues, v5:15
- use during read alouds, 609
Fear, 35, 38, 162
Feelings of children, 147. See also Self-regulation; Social—emotional development
Field trips, 13, 129, 133, 135, 207, 459, 522
Fighting, 71, 156. See also Challenging behavior
Fine art appreciation, 341–342
Fine-motor skills, 29–30, 33, 36, 52, v3:38–41, v5:100. See also Physical development
Finger paints, 320
Finger use. See Fine-motor skills
Fishing. See Sand and water play
Flat brushes, 320
Flexible thinking, 318
Floor coverings, 58, 107
Floor space available, 60, 429
Flowers
in Discovery area, 685
study of, 648–653
Flubber (glorax), 327
Food
allergies to. See Allergies
as art material, 345
cooking. See Cooking
meal times, 78–80
as reward, 80
withholding as punishment, 80
Foodborne illnesses, 456–457
Food containers in dramatic play, 673
Forms
assessment summary form, 196
enrollment form, 205–207
Family Conference Form, 198, 222
weekly planning form, 89, 90–93, 232–233
Formulasic speech, 46, 582, 584, v5:163–164
Foster Grandparents programs, 211
Frequency counts, use of, 187
Frequently asked questions
art, 344–346
block play, 260–261
computer play, 494–495
cooking, 471–472
Discovery area, 400
dramatic play, 285–286
library, 373–375
music and movement, 443
outdoor play, 525
toys and games, 308–309
Friendships. See Peer relationships
Frustration of child, 29, 47, 153, 154, 159, 160
Full-day schedule, 87
Functional play
outdoors, 519
sand and water play, 414
teacher’s role, 301
Future, concept of, 541, v5:146–147
Gender differences. See also Stereotypes
child development and learning, 37–38
dramatic play and, 286
Geography, 119, 122, v5:148–149
Geometry and spatial sense, 107, 110, 748–755
and, 861
assessing children’s progress, 755
block play and, 850
computer play and, 889
cooking and, 884
Discovery area and, 870
dramatic play and, 857
library and, 866
music and movement and, 880
objectives, 900, v5:113–115
for outdoor play, 893
research on, 750
sand and water and, 875
shapes, 748, 900, v5:113–115
spatial relationships, 749, 900, v5:113, v5:114
teacher’s role, 751–754, v5:115
dimensional shapes, 805
for families, 756
insight and games and, 845
transformations, 740
two-dimensional shapes, 904
visualization, 749
Gestures
to children with disabilities to indicate transition, 180
clarifying speech with, v5:46, v5:47, v5:51
culture and, 42
showing while telling, 151
social conventions and, v5:55
Getting attention of children. See Attention/attention span
Gifted children. See Advanced learners
Girls vs. boys. See Gender differences
Glorax (flubber), 327
Goals. See Objectives
Graduation ceremonies, 229
Grammar, 558, 559, 584, 587, v5:43, v5:52–53
Grandparents, participation of, 211, v5:147
Graphs and graphing, 32, 109, 112, 775, v5:79
Gratification delay, v5:7
Grocery store (dramatic play), 274, 854–855
Grosmotor skills, 29–30, 33, 34, 36, 37, v5:25, v5:35–37. See also Physical development
Group time. See also Small groups
Large-group times
analyzing and responding, 190
classroom space for, 60–61
cooperative participation in, v5:20–23
learning to enter a group, v5:18
short periods, in initial days of school, 145
strategies for, v5:23
Growing patterns, v5:121
Guessing in classroom
actors, v5:161
artists, v5:155
choreographers, v5:159
family participation, 217–221
mimes, v5:161
musicians, v5:157
senior citizens and grandparents, v5:147
Guiding children’s behavior, 150–163. See also Challenging behavior
Guns, using blocks as, 261
H
Half-day schedule, 88
Hand dominance, v5:100
Hand use. See Fine-motor skills
Handwriting, 375. See also Writing skills
Handyman, 84, 456
Handyman. See also Writing skills
Headphones, 357, 657
Headphones. See also Writing skills
Headphones. See also Writing skills
Health issues. See also Allergies; Safety
Health care and, 684–685
learning about, 114
in sand and water play, 420
insect bites, 515
Hearing impaired children. See Children with disabilities
Height, measuring of. See Measurement, concept of
Helmets for children, 505
History, 118, v5:166–167. See also Social studies
History. See also Social studies
Holiday art, 345–346
Holiday blocks, 244, 667
Home languages
acquisition of language proficiency in, 45, 99, 539, v5:163, v5:167, v5:171
alphabet learning, 555, 558
benefits of maintaining and promoting, 43–45, 99, 539, 581, 588
enrollment survey on, 206
family communication using, 183, v5:167
providing books in, 68, 583, 585, 586, 587
reading books in, v5:168
story retelling and, v5:96
teacher learning some words in, 182, 834, v5:167
Home projects for families, 215
Home visits, 61, 207–208
Identity, knowledge of, v5:142–143
IEP (Individualized Education Program), 48–49
Imagery, v5:158, v5:159. See also Symbolic thinking
Imitating, 434, v5:78. See also Modeling
Independence, development of decision making, 151
initial days of school, 145
Individual differences among children, 37–49, v5:142–143
Individualized Education Program (IEP), 48–49
Information, learning to write records of, 635
Informational books, 564, 565, 566, 567, 684–685
Initial contacts among children, 148
with families, 205–208

G
Gak (molding dough), 326
Games. See Toys and games
Games with rules. See Games
Gardening, 506, 510. See also Plants in classroom
Index

K

Keyboards. See Computer play
Keyguards, 486
Kinesthetic learners, 40
Kitchen area. See Cooking

L

Labeling

of materials, 59–60, 183
in multiple languages, 59, 68, 585, 587
of music materials, 431
of software, 479
of storage areas for children’s belongings, 62
of toys and games, 298
uppercase vs. lowercase letters, 375
Language, defined, 538
Language delay, 663, ε5.77
Language development, 30–31, 538–548,
   See also English-language learners (ELL);
   Families, partnering with; Home languages;
   Literacy skills advanced learners, 589
   art and, 313, 315
   block play and, 237, 239
   books and, 355–356
   children with disabilities and, 591, ε5.45
   clarity of, ε5.51
   computer play and, 475, 476–477
   cooking and, 447, 448
   culture and, ε5.44, ε5.45
decontextualized language, 9, ε5.49
Discovery area and, 379, 381
   dramatic play and, 265, 267
   expressive language, 538, ε5.49–53
   five-year-olds, 36
   four-year-olds, 35
   levels of English language acquisition, 45–46,
   ε5.163–164
   library and, 349, 351
   music and movement and, 425, 427
   objectives, 31, 571–572, ε5.43–57
   open-ended questions and, 165
   outdoor play and, 499, 501
   phonological awareness. See Phonological
   awareness
   play and, 642
   pronunciation, ε5.51
   receptive language, 538, ε5.45, ε5.165
   sand and water play and, 403, 405
   social problem solving and, ε5.21
   story retelling and, 627–632
   storytelling and, 618–625
   three-year-olds, 34
   toys and games and, 289, 291
   writing and, 633
Lapboards, 320
Large-group times, 73–75, 176–178
   mathematics and, 806, 814–818
Laundry crate, 510
Learning, approaches to, 9, 32, ε5.61–68
Learning environment, 54–94. See also Interest
   areas; specific interest areas (e.g., Blocks, Art)
   classroom space, 56–72. See also Classroom
   space
daily schedule, 72–88. See also Daily schedule
   weekly planning, 89–93

LearningGames®, 216–217
Learning styles, 39–41, ε5.61–68
Length, measuring of. See Measurement,
concept of
Letters. See Alphabet/knowledge of letters and
   words; Literacy skills
Letters to Families, 216
   art, 347
   block play, 262
   computer play, 496
cooking, 473
Discovery area, 400
dramatic play, 287
library, 376
   music and movement, 444
outdoor play, 526
sand and water play, 422
toys and games, 310
Letter writing, 635
Library, 348–376
   area for, 353–354, 537
   arts and, 353, 362
   choice time and, 373–374, 538
cognitive development and, 349, 351
   connecting with objectives for development
   and learning, 350–353
devotional levels of writing, 364–365, 659
   displaying and caring for materials, 359–360,
   656
   exploring books, 363
   family participation, 219
   frequently asked questions, 373–375
   home languages, providing books in, 68, 583,
   585, 586, 587
   as hub of literacy learning, 656–664
   inclusion of all children, 372–373, 663–664
   interacting with children in, 367–373,
   660–662
   language development and, 349, 351
   Letter to Families, 376
   listening materials, 357–358, 371
   listening to reading and stories, 363, 662
   literacy skills and, 349, 351–352, 360–361,
   374, 534–535, 537, 636
   materials for, 354–359, 864
   mathematics and, 352, 361, 863–867
   observing and responding to children,
   363–367, 658–660, 867
   physical development and, 349, 350
   reading books with children, 367–370
   retelling stories, 357, 370–371
   science and technology and, 352, 361
   skills learned in, 360–362
   social–emotional development and, 349, 350
   social studies and, 352, 361–362
   teacher’s role, 171, 363–367
teaching reading, 374
   writing materials, 358–359, 662
Life cycle, 113
Life experiences, 41–42, 204, 561
Life science, 114. See also Science
   connecting science content, teaching, and
   learning, 116
Discovery area and, 386
   objectives, ε5.130–131

Initial days of school, 144–146
Initial meeting of school day, 73–74
Initiative (ages 3–6), 5
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“I” statements, 151
Involvement in learning, 490
Investigations.
Inventiveness.
Introducing the program to families, 209–210
Introducing materials to the class, 176–177
Introducing the program to families, 209–210
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   Developmental stages
Inventiveness, ε5.63, ε5.66
Investigations. See Studies
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Investigation stage, 489
Involvement in learning, 490
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phonological awareness, 9, 99–100, 103.
See also Phonological awareness
planning oral language experiences, 597–598
play and. See Play incorporating literacy learning
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print knowledge. See Print, knowledge of
process skills, 131
program planning, 568–593
reading aloud. See Reading aloud
research on, 536, 540
rest time and, 578
sand and water play and, 403, 406, 412
small groups and, 577
story retelling and. See Story retelling
storytelling and. See Storytelling
teacher's role, 170, 537–538, 541–542,
547–548, 552–553, 557–558, 562–563, 567,
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- Observation notes, v5:186–187

Observing and exploring by children, 33.

See also Exploration

open-ended questions and, v5:165

Observing and responding to children, v5:185–189

- art skills, v5:333–335, v5:862, v5:154
- challenging behavior, v5:163
- in choice time, v5:76
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- computer play, v5:489–492, v5:890
- cooking and, v5:886
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- English-language learners and, v5:834
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- language development and, v5:53
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- during music and movement, v5:437
- in problem solving, v5:397–398, v5:782
- Open-ended toys, v5:294, v5:308
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Operations. See Number concepts

Oral language. See Language development
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Ordinal numbers, v5:742, v5:744, v5:105, v5:118
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Outdoor play, v5:498–526

adaptations for children with disabilities, v5:515–516
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- arts and, v5:502, v5:518
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- cognitive development and, v5:499, v5:501
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- language development and, v5:499, v5:501
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Paintbrushes, v5:320, v5:343

Painting. See Art (visual)

Pairing children. See Partnering of children;

Peer buddies

Paley, Vivian, v5:150

Parentese, v5:47

Parents. See Families, partnering with; Family communications


Parks, public, outdoor play in, v5:114

Participation lists, use of, v5:187

Partnering of children, v5:149, v5:181

Pasting and cutting materials, v5:322–323

Patience, v5:183, v5:541


art and, v5:861

assessing children's progress, v5:769–770

block play and, v5:850–851


computer play and, v5:890

cooking and, v5:885

Discovery area and, v5:871

dramatic play and, v5:857

library and, v5:866

music and movement and, v5:880

objectives, v5:121–123

for outdoor play, v5:894

research on, v5:766

sand and water and, v5:876


tips for families, v5:771

Toys and games and, v5:845

Patterns in artwork, v5:334, v5:512

Peace table in classroom, v5:155

Peer buddies

for children with disabilities, v5:181, v373
for English-language learners, v5:167
library and, 867
music and movement and, 881
for outdoor play, 895
problem solving, 780, 781–783
reasoning, 780, 784–788
representation, 780, 795–797
sand and water and, 876
toys and games and, 846
Progressions of development and learning,
v5:xiv– xv, v5:xvii– xviii
for English language acquisition, v5:166, v5:170
for language development, v5:46, v5:51–52, v5:56
for physical development, v5:28, v5:32, v5:36, v5:40
Project approach, 132. See also Studies and projects
Pronunciation, 100, v5:51
Props. See Blocks, props and accessories;
Dramatic props; Materials and equipment;
Story retelling, props for; Storytelling, props and visual aids used with
Prosocial behaviors, 5, 6, v5:21
Protecting children’s work, 65–66
Public parks, outdoor play in, 514
Punishment
corporeal punishment, 228
food withholding as, 80
Puppets, use of, 629
Puzzles, 294, 297, 676–677.
See also Toys and games
book selection for, 606–607
capturing attention of children prior to, 537, 608
comprehension and, 561, 563, v5:97
conversational, 616
in daily schedule, 82, 542, 607
effective methods for, 608–613
example of, 610–613
follow-up activities, 609
in home language, 583, 585, 587
importance of, v5:81
in Library area, 660–661
locations for, 608
“picture walk” prior to, 563, v5:99
planning for groups and individuals, 607
practicing prior to, 608
repeated, 614–616, 658, 661, v5:99
research on, 536, 540, 551, 561, 566, v5:81–82
time allowed for, 608
tips for families, 617
tips for teachers, 609
with just one child, 661
Reading books with just one child, 661
Reading books with children, 367–370, 553
Reading skills, 98. See also Books,
understanding of; Literacy skills
conversational reading, 616
emergent reading skills, v5:97
pretending to read, 658, v5:96, v5:97
research on, 540, v5:96
reading teaching, 374
Reasoning. See also Cognitive development
numerical, 745
process skill of, 780, 784–788
routine example of, 785–788
teacher’s role, 784
Recall memory, v5:69, v5:70
Receptive language, 538, v5:45, v5:165
Recipes
for alfalfa sprouts, 466
for ants on a log, 468
for baba ganouj (eggplant dip), 470
for gak, 324–325
for glorox (flubber), 327
for oobleck, 326
for play dough, 325
for ring-around-the-peanut-butter, 468
for salad, 465
for Waldorf salad, 468
for yogurt drink, 469
Recognition memory, v5:69, v5:70
Recording observations, 186–187
Redirection, 151, v5:7
Reflective statements, 150–151
Reggio Emilia approach to art, 333
Rehearsing behaviors, v5:165
Rejection, 148, 150, v5:14
Relational awareness in movement, v5:158
Relationships in classroom. See Peer relationships; Teacher–child relationships
Relationships with adults, v5:12–13, v5:15, v5:126. See also Teacher–child relationships
Relaxation exercises, v5:9
Repeating patterns, v5:121
Repetition
to build vocabulary, 541, v5:53
of problem in disagreement resolution, 155
rereading. See Reading aloud
in singing, 439
story retelling. See Story retelling
Rephrasing, 562
Representation, process skill of, 780, 795–797, 858
routine example of (children’s work), 796–797
teacher’s role, 795–796
Representations of objects, events, or persons. See Imagery; Symbolic thinking
Research. See Brain research; Theory and research
Resilience, research on, 4
Respect, 146, 203, 210, v5:13, v5:17
of cultural differences. See Culture
Responding to children. See Interacting with children; Observing and responding to children
Responsibility for classroom jobs, 64–65, v5:23
Responsibility for self, v5:8
Restaurant (dramatic play), 855
Rest time, 80
Running in classroom, 71
Rhyming, 543, 544, 546, 598, v5:85, v5:87
Rime and phonological awareness, 543, 544, 546, v5:86
Rock gardens, 411
Role-playing, 277, 279, v5:23, v5:77, v5:161
Rote counting, 107
Round brushes, 320
Routines, 178, 183, v5:9
children with disabilities, supports for, 590
pattern recognition in, v5:123
Rules. See Measurement, concept of
Rules for block play, 260, 261
classifying and sorting according to, v5:75
classroom behavior, 152–153, v5:7, v5:9
for cooking activities, 455, 460
for Discovery area, 392
explaining reasons for, v5:5, v5:9
games with, 302, 520
for outdoor play, 512
in positive, not negative, statements, v5:9
for sand and water play, 412, 421
social rules of communication, v5:55, v5:56
for woodworking, 338
Running in classroom, 71
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Sandy and water play, 402–422

Note:
dramatic play and, 268, 276
Discovery area and, 383, 386–387, 392.
cooking and, 447, 448
Scientific attitudes, 394

teacher’s role, 170

teachers with mental block toward, 400

toys and games, 295–296
weather conditions, 514–515

woodworking, 338

Sand and water play, 402–422

arts and, 406, 413
books for, 689, 874

cleanup of area, 421

disruptive behavior in, 421

disruptive behavior in, 421

dramatic play, 414

displaying materials, 411–412

disruptive behavior in, 421

dramatic play, 414

equipment and materials for, 408–411

family participation, 219

individual tubs, 409

indoor and outdoor areas for, 407–408, 421

interacting with children in, 417–419, 690

language development and, 403, 405

Letter to Family, 422

literacy and, 403, 406, 412, 688–691

mathematics and, 406, 413, 873–877

observing and responding to children, 414–417, 691, 877

physical development and, 403, 404

safety concerns, 420

science and technology and, 406, 413

skills learned from, 412–414

smocks or aprons for, 409

social–emotional development and, 403, 404

social studies and, 406, 413

specialized tables for, 411

teacher’s role, 170, 414–419

Scaffolding, 4, 164, 169, 175, 795, v:3

Scheduling, See Daily schedule; Weekly planning

Science, 113–117

art and, 316, 332

block play and, 240, 248

components of, 113–114

computer play and, 479, 487–488

conducting experiments, 400

connecting science content, teaching, and learning, 115–116

cooking and, 450, 458

Discovery area and, 383, 386–387, 392.

See also Discovery area
dramatic play and, 268, 276

earth and the environment, 114, 116, 387

family science night, 400

inquiry skills, v:128–129

library and, 352, 361

life science. See Life science

music and movement and, 428, 432

objectives, 117, v:125–135

outdoor play and, 502, 517–518

physical science. See Physical science

process skills, 131

remote topics for young children, 400

sand and water play and, 406, 413

scientific attitudes, 394

teacher’s role, 170

teachers with mental block toward, 400
toys and games and, 292, 300

Scissors, skill with, 323, 343, 453

Scrapbooks of each child’s life, 422

Signs.

Displays in classroom

See also

Sign in by children, 73, 209

Sign language, 5:45

Signs. See also Displays in classroom

in block play, 668

Simultaneous language learners, 5:163

Singing. See Music and movement

Singing speech, v:47

Site visits, 524–525, v:145

Sleep, 80. See also Rest time

Slides and swings, 513

Small groups, 75–76

activity example, 173–174

analyzing and responding, 193

cooking activities, 464

for English-language learners, v:168

initial days of school, 145

literacy skills and, 577

mathematics and, 808, 819–827

observing with curricular objectives in mind, 188

reading groups in Library area, 660–661

teacher’s role, 172–175
time duration, 75–76

Smilansky, Sara, 323

Smiling at children, v:37

Smocks. See Aprons and smocks

Snacks, 80, 191. See also Food

literacy skills and, 578

mathematics and, 808

“Snake Game,” 793–794

Snow table, 411

Social class, knowledge of, v:142–143

Social–emotional development, 5–7, 28–29

art and, 315, 314

block play and, 237, 238

child development and, 28–29

computer play and, 475, 476

cooking and, 447, 448

Discovery area and, 379, 380

dramatic play and, 265, 266

English-language learners (ELL) and, 585, 835

five-year-olds, 36

four-year-olds, 35

library and, 349, 350

music and movement and, 425, 426

objectives, 29, v:3–23

open-ended questions and, 166

outdoor play and, 499, 500

prosocial behaviors, 5, 6, v:21

sand and water play and, 403, 404

self-regulation. See Self-regulation three-year-olds, 34

toys and games and, 289, 290

Socialization. See also Prosocial behaviors;

Social–emotional development with adults, v:512
development of, 28
modeling of, 167

with peers, v:513

politeness, social rules of, v:55, v:56

Social studies, 117–122

art and, 316, 332

block play and, 240, 248

components of, 117–119

computer play and, 478, 488

connecting social studies content, teaching, and learning, 119–122

cooking and, 450, 458–459
cultural differences and, v:139
deﬁned, v:139

Discovery area and, 383, 392
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Table and chairs
In Discovery area, 385
peace table, 155
placement in classroom, 58
rocking chairs, 209
soft chairs, 63
sound table, 438
tasting tables, 469
wheelchair-accessible, 64
Tactile cues and supports
See Visual and tactile cues and supports
Take-aparts, 390, v5:137
Taking attendance, 72–73
Taking turns. See Turn taking
Teachable moments, 177–178, 375, 519
Teacher–child relationships, 4–5. See also
Interacting with children
building relationship with each child, 146–147, v5:13
challenging behavior. See Challenging behavior
children at risk of school failure, 5, 12, v5:13, v5:21, v5:38
children with disabilities. See Children with disabilities
cultural differences. See Culture
importance of, v5:13
praising child. See Praise
punishment. See Punishment
respect toward child, 146, v5:13, v5:17
sensitive to children's feelings, 147
strategies for, v5:17–18
validation of children, 147
Teacher–family relationships, 12–13, v5:23.
See also Families, partnering with
Teacher-guided instruction in mathematics, 802–803, 812–813
Teacher’s role, 143–200, 164–167. See also
Intentional teaching
alphabet, knowledge of, 557–558, v5:91
art, 333–344, v5:155
assessing children’s learning, 184–108.
See also Assessing children’s learning
balancing skills, v5:33
basic understanding of people and how they live, v5:145
block play, 249–259
classification skills, v5:75
classroom community, creation of, 144–150
comparing and measuring, v5:119
comprehension skills, 562–563
comprehension of and response to books and other texts, 567, v5:99
computer play, 489–494, v5:137
cooking, 460–471
coopeative and constructive participation in group situations, v5:23
dance and movement concepts, v5:159
data analysis, 774–776
Discovery area, 393–399
dramatic play, 277–282, v5:161
emergent writing skills, v5:103
English-language learners. See English-language learners (ELL)
establishing and maintaining positive relationships, v5:17–18
Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment system, 196, 198, 222, 572
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Time during day. See Daily schedule; Structure for day
Tips for families. See Families, partnering with Toilets, 63
Tools. See Materials and equipment; Technology Touching others while conversing, v5:55 Tours of classroom, 146, 210

W Waiting time, v5:47
Warnings of transitions, 77–78
Water-based paints, 320, 321, v5:133
Water fountains, 418, 503, 504, 514
Water play. See Sand and water play
Weather considerations for outdoor play, 514–515
“Web” of information about child, 206
Web sites for class, 213–214, 485 selection of, 484–485
Weekly planning, 89–93. See also Planning form, 222–233
Writing skills, 633–641. See also Literacy skills;
Spelling
challenging behavior and, 664
developmental levels of writing, 364–365, 659
distinguishing writing from drawing, 552, v5:95
emergent writing skills, 195
example of supporting, 637–641
fine-motor skill in use of writing tools, v5:40, v5:100
getting started, 634–637
handwriting, 375
library promoting, 662
materials and opportunities for, 358–359, 636–657, 657, 662, v5:100
modeling of, v5:95, v5:103
objectives, v5:100–103
promoting, 371–372, 552–553, v5:100, v5:103
strengths, needs, and interests of children, 634
tips for creating writing experiences,
634–636, v5:103
tips for families, 641
Writing table, 353

X
"X-ray" art, 335

Z
Zone of proximal development (ZPD), 4